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Multi-copy transgenes are poorly expressed in plants,
Drosophila and mammals; this repression is relieved by
reducing copy number, leading to chromatin remodeling
and transcriptional activation. Host defense mechanisms
monitor repeated sequences in the genome, modulating
their chromatin packaging and functional capabilities.
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A substantial problem for the biotechnology industry and
medical researchers who seek to use transgenic plants and
animals is the existence of unanticipated biological con-
straints restricting the expression of transgenes in the host
chromosomes. Understanding why exogenous DNA has
difficulty in expressing itself has led to a series of notable
discoveries in chromosomal biology. Most of this work con-
cerns the importance of chromatin and chromosomal
context for appropriate gene activity (for reviews see [1,2]),
but there is increasing evidence for the existence of host
defense mechanisms that monitor the presence of homolo-
gous sequences in the genome. These mechanisms control
the packaging of repeated sequences into chromatin and
consequently determine their transcriptional activity.
Investigations into how this is accomplished suggest that
the eukaryotic nucleus has functional capabilities that are
so far both unexplained and largely unexplored.
A key feature of the experiments that have revealed the
existence of repeat-sensitive transcriptional repression
mechanisms was the ability to vary the number of trans-
gene copies at a single chromosomal site. This has been
accomplished in Arabidopsis [3], Drosophila [4] and, most
recently, in the mouse [5]. These experiments establish
that single gene copies at a defined locus are expressed
much more effectively than reiterated transgenes
(Figure 1). What explains a transcriptional silencing phe-
nomenon that is so dependent on gene copy number?
The simplest and most direct strategy by which repeated
transgenes might be detected in the nucleus would involve
direct DNA–DNA pairing. It is more likely, however, that
the assembly of identical nucleoprotein complexes on the
same DNA sequences facilitates the association of chromo-
somal segments in which protein–protein interactions hold
homologous sequences together. Homologous DNA
sequences readily pair within a chromosomal context. This
is easily seen in the polytene chromosomes of Drosophila,
in sister chromatids at mitosis and in interphase cells
(reviewed in [4]). Dorer and Henikoff [4] have proposed
that such pairing of reiterated transgenes at a single locus
might create folded chromatin structures that are preferen-
tially recognized by heterochromatin-specific proteins,
which in turn might exclude the transcriptional machinery
(Figure 2a, cis-inactivation). This is an attractive hypothesis
with substantial experimental support, as outlined below. 
A role for heterochromatin proteins in the transcriptional
repression of repeated transgenes in Drosophila is implied
by the selective accumulation of Polycomb group proteins
at repressed loci [6]. The Polycomb group proteins have
normal regulatory roles in Drosophila development,
where they are believed to repress transcriptional activity
by controlling the organization of entire chromosomal
domains. It is also probable that the recruitment of these
chromatin-modifying proteins to a locus might facilitate
the sequestration of associated DNA sequences into
transcriptionally inactive nuclear compartments. In
Drosophila, the paradigm for such a structure would be
the chromocentre, where a number of heterochromatin
chromosomal domains are localized together [4]. In plants
Figure 1
Reiteration of transgenes leads to a dramatic decrease in activity per
gene. Typical results are given (in arbitrary units) for the activity of
individual genes, either in isolation or when present in multiple copies
at a single locus (see [3–5] for specific examples).
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and mammals, reiterated transgenes are the targets for
both DNA methylation and the assembly of repressive
chromatin structures [5,7]. Mechanisms for recognizing
and repressing the expression of repetitive exogenous
DNA thus appear to be a universal component of eukary-
otic host defense mechanisms that maintain chromosomal
and genomic integrity.
A surprising result is that reiterated transgenes can also
direct the silencing of homologous sequences on separate
chromosomes (Figure 2b, trans-inactivation). The observa-
tion of trans-inactivation implies that the cell is capable of
scanning the entire genome for regions of sequence
identity and deciding whether to modulate the function of
homologous DNA sequences independently of their
chromosomal location. In plants, for example, a silencing
transgene locus can influence the expression of a target
transgene if the two share just a few hundred base pairs of
identity within a functional promoter element [7]. The
related phenomenon of ‘paramutation’ in plants also
involves interaction between homologous alleles, these
interactions can direct heritable changes in transcriptional
activity [7]. 
In Drosophila, the reiteration of transgenes again influ-
ences the transcription of homologous genes at distinct
chromosomal sites [6]. Thus, if the pairing of reiterated
sequences explains the silencing phenomenon, it does not
necessarily involve direct physical continuity, but can
occur in trans (Figure 2b). In general, multiple copies
present on the same chromosome are always expressed at
lower levels than dispersed copies on separate chromo-
somes. This suggests that physical proximity may well
promote pairing and silencing. As yet, the stable physical
association of reiterated transgenes with homologous
sequences in distinct chromosomes has not been demon-
strated. However, a transient interaction might be ade-
quate selectively to recruit heterochromatin proteins
which could retain their association with a locus through
subsequent cell divisions.
Several lines of experimentation suggest that interactions
between homologous sequences in the eukaryotic nucleus
might be a general phenomenon. Homologous regulatory
DNA sequences interact during the ‘transvection’ phe-
nomenon in Drosophila, in which certain alleles of a given
locus, in a heterozygous combination, are able to comple-
ment one another, provided that they are juxtaposed by
somatic chromosome pairing [8]. In transvection, chromo-
somal regions are tethered together by a DNA-binding
protein known as Zeste. However, Zeste is not required
for the silencing effects of transgene arrays in Drosophila
[6]. This implies that other proteins, such as those of the
Polycomb group, might facilitate interactions between
homologous chromosomal regions. 
In contrast to the relatively few investigators working in
the specialized and sometimes arcane world of Drosophila
genetics, many molecular biologists routinely transfect
tissue culture cells with plasmid DNA. It now appears that
the regulatory DNA in the plasmid constructs used in
such experiments can be targeted to homologous
sequences in the endogenous chromosomes of the trans-
fected cell. This phenomenon has been described as trans-
induction by Ashe et al. [9] because, in the example they
studied, aberrant transcription of a normally repressed
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Figure 2
Homologous gene sequences interact in the eukaryotic nucleus. (a) In
cis-inactivation, the repeat elements in transgene arrays are proposed
to come together, providing a signal for the assembly of repressive
chromatin structures, including Polycomb group proteins (blue).
Recruitment of Polycomb group proteins facilitates transcriptional
repression and may direct the association of the transgene arrays with
a nuclear compartment (pink) from which the transcriptional machinery
is excluded. (b) In trans-inactivation, transgene arrays at one
chromosomal location recruit an homologous single-copy gene
sequence at a distinct location, perhaps on a different chromosome, to
assemble a repressive chromatin structure. The single-copy gene
sequence may be actively transcribed in isolation, but is repressed
after association with the transgene array. Repression involves the
recruitment of Polycomb group proteins (blue) and sequestration in a
transcriptionally inactive nuclear compartment (pink). (c) In trans-
induction, a single copy gene is transcriptionally repressed in the
endogenous chromosome. Transfection of a cell with a plasmid DNA
containing homologous gene sequences results in the colocalization of
the exogenous and endogenous DNA sequences in the nucleus. The
plasmid DNA induces aberrant transcriptional activity at the
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chromosomal locus was induced by the presence of
plasmid DNA (Figure 2c, trans-induction). 
Ashe et al. [9] observed that the transient transfection of
non-erythroid cells with a plasmid containing part of the
human β-globin locus led to changes in the transcriptional
activity of the endogenous chromosomal locus. In situ
hybridization revealed that the plasmid was colocalized
with the endogenous locus in the chromosome [9]. How
the plasmid seeks out the homologous sequence is not yet
known. Nevertheless, this result establishes that the
regulated expression of individual genes introduced into
eukaryotic nuclei is not necessarily an independently
controlled process. Instead homologous sequences are
able to interact and potentially influence their mutual
expression states.
These observations raise numerous new issues for
scientists interested in the eukaryotic nucleus to consider.
These include determining the nature of the signals that
direct recruitment of repressive chromatin proteins to
homologous sequences. The structure and functional
attributes of the repressive nucleoprotein complex that is
assembled also remain unknown. If the pairing of homolo-
gous DNA sequences initiates the signal for repression, is
continual pairing required or will a transient interaction
suffice? How do homologous chromosomal segments
search each other out in the nuclear environment? 
It is important to note that the eukaryotic genome
naturally contains large numbers of repeated sequences.
Many of these sequences derive from transposable ele-
ments that are usually transcriptionally silenced in normal
cells. The need to evolve such a host defense mechanism
to maintain genomic integrity by restricting transposition
might in fact underlie the silencing of reiterated trans-
genes [10]. There are, however, many bona fide genes that
are reiterated but not silenced in somatic cells. These
include ribosomal RNA genes, histone genes and transfer
RNA genes, which are often reiterated in clusters of
several hundred repeats. How do these genes evade tran-
scriptional silencing? Answers to this and the other ques-
tions raised above will undoubtedly teach us more about
the nucleus and may suggest effective strategies for
improving the expression of transgenes in industrially and
medically relevant plants and animals, and perhaps also
facilitate gene therapy in humans.
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